An analytical study of ‘violence in Assam since 1947.’ since 1947’ intends to adopt survey and field Study methods and various relevant data will be applied from both primary and secondary resources. Secondary data will be collected from books, Journals, Magazines, government departmental offices and News papers etc.

The sampling method will be also applied to identity the topic which covers the violence affected areas of Assam. To acquire sufficient data’s in this regard should visit to older person for a few earlier aspects.

LIMITATION: My research work area is entire the Assam and if need will use the other states in India to acquire sufficient data.

The work will be tentatively designed with some important chapters mentioned below:

- Chapter-I Introduction.
- Chapter –II Violence and Economy in Assam.
- Chapter-III Violence and Politics, present and past.
- Chapter- IV Violence and future of Assam.
- Chapter-V Violence and most affected communities of Assam.
- Chapter-VI How to overcome?
- Chapter-VII Conclusion.
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